Micromechanics-based constitutive relations for post-localization analysis are obtained, to be used in a multisurface representation of porous metal plasticity. Each yield surface involves a number of internal parameters. Hence, the constitutive relations must be closed with evolution equations for the internal parameters. The latter are essential to describing the gradual loss of load-bearing capacity under shear-dominated loading. We also briefly discuss potential void closure due to void rotation and elongation in shear and show additional details regarding the simulations reported in a recent paper (A mechanism of failure in shear bands (2018) Extreme Mechanics Letters, 23, pp. 67-71.) The method can be more broadly used in a range of ductile failure problems involving combined tension and shear loadings. 
Method details
Simulations of void-mediated failure in shear have recently been carried out [1] . The simulations were based on a two-surface porous material plasticity formulation. The two surfaces represent different regimes of void growth, dependent on whether plastic flow is localized at the sub-cell level or not. A complete set of constitutive relations was reported in [1] , including a list of evolution equations for the internal parameters. Here, the methods involved in developing the evolution equations postlocalization are presented in detail.
The natural framework to describe elastic deformation is Lagrangian. On the other hand, the natural framework to describe plastic flow is Eulerian. Formulations of elasto-plastic constitutive relations commonly adopt an additive decomposition of the total velocity gradient within an Eulerian setting [2, 3] :
so that a weak form of elasticity (hypo-elasticity) is employed for L e . Here, we describe how we formulate L p in the context of a two-surface representation of dilatant plasticity. Each yield surface involves a number of internal parameters. Hence, the constitutive relations must be closed with evolution equations for these. Such equations are essential to describing the gradual loss of load bearing capacity in shear, as presented in [1] . We also briefly discuss potential void closure due to void rotation and elongation in shear. In this regard, we show some additional details regarding the simulations reported in [1] .
Two-surface formulation
Background on the two-surface formulation may be found in [4, 5] ; also see [6, 7] for recent perspectives. The effective yield surface is the intersection of two surfaces. The first, expressed in the form F H s; f ; w; n ð3Þ À Á ¼ 0, represents homogeneous plastic flow, at an appropriate scale of description, and involves three internal parameters: void volume fraction, f, void aspect ratio, w, and void orientation, n (3) . It is used to describe void growth, and encompasses the famous Gurson model [8] for spherical voids under the constraint of no shape change. In our implementation, we used the model developed in [9] . The second yield surface, written as F I s; f ; w; l; n ð3Þ ; n À Á ¼ 0, corresponds to inhomogeneous plastic flow and involves two additional internal parameters: the orientation of the localized band, n, and the relative void spacing 1 , l, associated with n. It is used to describe void coalescence, and encompasses the recently developed models of void coalescence in tension [10] and 1 In [1] , l physically represents the ratio of shear band thickness to the in-plane void spacing. Void and cell are assumed to admit an axis of symmetry so that a one-parameter representation of their shapes is possible.
under combined tension and shear [11] . Here, the following expression is used for F I [11] 
where
S=t ¼
where the effective ligament parameter, x, and effective void aspect ratio, w, correspond to an equivalent cylindrical void with axis n, obtained by a volume-preserving projection of the rotating void onto the localization plane. Implicit dependence upon the void axis in (2) is through w and dependence upon the localization plane normal is through x and w as well as s ¼ n:sn and t ¼ m:sn with m a unit vector along the applied shear.
The two-surface formulation, also known as the hybrid model, was discussed in a recent review [7] . Since the plastic portion of the velocity gradient, L p , is obtained by normality to the effective yield surface, the hybrid model presents the disadvantage of an ill-defined direction of plastic flow if the current loading point lies on a vertex of the yield surface. This problem arises because yield functions F H and F I were actually obtained independently for two elementary cells using micromechanics. To remedy this problem, a unified model has recently been developed [12] . The resulting yield surface exhibits regions of extreme curvature near the vertices of the hybrid model, but is fully smooth. This shortcoming of the hybrid model has no consequences on the results presented in [1] for a simple reason: under near simple shear, plastic flow is inhomogeneous from the outset. In other words, the current loading point is far from any vertex.
Surrogate microstructure
The concept of a surrogate microstructure involves replacing the rotating void with an upright cylinder of axis n, having the same volume and porosity, Fig. 1 . This identification is needed for applicability of yield function F I ; see Eq. (2) above. It leads to introduction of an effective void aspect ratio, w ¼ h=R, and an effective ligament parameter, x ¼ R=L, related to the internal parameters of the actual microstructure through:
where use has been separately made of equality in void volumes and cell volumes. Here, C and S are short-hand notation for C ¼ n ð3Þ :n cosu and S ¼ n ð3Þ :m sinu. Also, l denotes the aspect ratio of the surrogate cell and is obtained from:
where g mn ¼ 2m:En and E ¼ R Ddt. The concept of a surrogate microstructure is key to the predictions discussed in [1] . In simple shear, the void rotates "faster" than the material so that x would evolve, unlike the actual ligament parameter x ¼ R=L.
It is worth noting that an elementary estimation of the limit load in simple shear for the inclined cylinder of Fig. 1a An indication of that may be inferred from three-dimensional calculations for elongated voids reported in [13] . A qualitative theoretical argument supporting this is as follows. Let n (1) be the unit vector perpendicular to n (3) lying in the shearing plane, i.e. n-m plane (Fig. 2) . The lateral void boundaries (having n (1) as a normal) are traction-free, hence:
The latter equation implies no shear plastic strain accumulation on those surfaces
where use has been made of the flow rule associated with the von Mises yield criterion tacitly assumed in the matrix for deriving the overall response. However, for large inclinations of the void, vectors n (1) and n (3) nearly coincide with n and m. It follows that the no-shearing condition above
This condition is obviously violated by Gurson's shear velocity field, which leads to a uniform deviatoric strain rate and in particular to a uniform and non-zero value of n:D p m.
The above argument means that Gurson's shear field becomes increasingly inadequate in those parts of the intervoid ligament that are close to the boundary of the inclined void. Furthermore, for inclined voids, this ligament is wide (in the direction of vector n (3) ) and thin (in the direction of vector n (1) ), see Fig. 5a in Ref. [1] . Therefore, most of the intervoid ligament lies close to the boundary of the void, making the inadequacy of Gurson's field more pronounced. In summary, the proposed heuristics is based on the so-justified assumption that, for an inclined cylinder, the limit load in shear would depend not only on x but also on the void orientation relative to the cell's. This is precisely what surrogate parameter x captures, albeit approximately.
Evolution equations
Differential equations describing the evolution of internal variables in F H were part of the developments in Ref. [9] . However, those associated with F I were not developed in Ref. [11] . They were listed in [1] as Eqs. (4)- (10) . In particular, those pertaining to void shape and orientation, Eqs. 
Evolution of void shape
To obtain the differential equation for void aspect ratio w, we first express that the top and bottom void boundaries are attached to the rigid zones. Due to symmetry, we focus on motion of the top boundary. Thus, the tangential and normal velocities of point A (Fig. 2 ) are given by:
where the x 1 and x 3 axes are identified with the directions of shear, m, and normal to the band, n, respectively. Accordingly, D 31 and D 33 are the relevant (nonÀzero) components of the plastic strain rate (superscript "p" dropped for convenience and elastic strain rates neglected). Also, c ¼ h=H denotes the current ligament volume fraction. Denoting the length of the inclined cylinder and its radius by 2a and 2R, respectively (see Fig. 2 ), the time rate of a is obtained at fixed void orientation u as Hence, using the identity H=a ¼ C=c one gets
The ligament volume fraction, c, is given by
Next, the rate of change of R may be obtained (in terms of that of a) from plastic incompressibility of the matrix material as
Combining (13) and (15) leads to the following evolution equation for the void aspect ratio:
Evolution of void orientation
In general, the rate of rotation of the (immaterial) principal axes of the void may be directly obtained from the (material) rotation and strain rates of the void [14, 15] , denoted by V v and D v , respectively. Here, we obtain V v as in [14, 15] but specialized to the ligaments only. However, the contribution to the rotation rate of the axes that comes from mere void distortion (i.e. that tied to D v ) is rederived from first principles. Madou and Leblond [15] have shown that the general form initiated in [14, 16] requires significant amendments due to strong nonlinear effects. They did so by introducing heuristic coefficients calibrated using a large number of finite-element based limit analyses. Here we obtain simpler, parameter-free and probably more accurate equations by considering the constrained kinematics pertaining to post-localization. Namely, this involves plastic incompressibility of the intervoid ligament and the fact that the top and bottom boundaries of the void move rigidly with the above and bottom material layers. Such equations are obviously valid only for post-localization. Thus, the rate of change of the void axis is given by Eq. (6) of [1] , rewritten here for completeness:
where the rotation tensor v accounts for the void spin, V v , which is determined as in [14] . It is related to the continuum spin tensor V via the following
where C is the fourth order spin concentration tensor given by
with A the strain concentration tensor and P and S the Eshelby tensors [17] for a spheroidal inclusion of zero stiffness in an incompressible linear viscous matrix. Note that a 1=c term appears in (18) to represent the plastic rate of deformation inside the ligament.
Also, V l in (17) is an additional contribution to the effective void rotation that comes from mere distortion of void boundaries under the combined effect of tension and shear. With reference to (14) , the time rate of c reads
the effective void aspect ratio, w, introduced in Eq. (5) for various cases reported in [1] . As the void rotates, its projected length onto the localization plane increases. Thus, to maintain equality of volumes between the actual void and the surrogate void, the latter must go increasingly flat, i.e. w ! 0. This is illustrated in the surrogate microstructure of Fig. 1 . The faster the rotation the more severe the flattening in the surrogate cell.
Conclusion
A theoretical framework was developed for post-localized plastic flow in porous materials under shear-dominated loading. The constitutive relations account for the evolution of effective internal parameters defined via a surrogate microstructure emanating from the main one through a mere replacement of the rotated void and cell with equivalent upright counterparts. The latter operation is essential to describing the gradual loss of the shear load bearing capacity in that the conventional damage parameter denoting void volume fraction remains constant according to its evolution law under shear. A simple criterion for void closure due to void rotation and elongation in shear was also introduced and quantified in terms of the surrogate void aspect ratio. The major contribution of the proposed framework is to mimic the de facto failure mechanism under shear-dominated loading conditions.
